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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Tandure Wendland from Luechow (Wendland). Currently,
there are 19 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Tandure Wendland:
tandure is the only restaurant with vegan options (all featured vegan on the menu we found in this area. they
serve delicious Turkish foods for reasonable prices like various sweet dishes, such as aubergines in a tonpot,

filled paprika, filled wine vine leaves. with their meal they get broth and vyurg as a beside dish. we ordered two
nets and two starters to share. we went well fed and happy! read more. The diner and its premises are

wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the
weather, you can also sit outside and be served. What User doesn't like about Tandure Wendland:

this is a classic example for a restaurant with potential, but there was on itself. most of what they sell are cooked
from doses or frozen foods. locals do not eat there, but it attracts tourists again and again. we are local and
vegetarian. I just wish they would take care of more and cook something decent! read more. Crispy pizza is

baked fresh at Tandure Wendland in Luechow (Wendland) using a traditional method, Likewise, the guests of the
establishment prefer the large selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant provides.

Besides small snacks and sweet pieces, we also offer cold and hot drinks and cakes, The local offers its guests
the opportunity to try authentic Turkish dishes like Sucuk and various Kebabs. But make sure to leave some

room for dessert!.
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Appet�er
KAMA

Fla� Angebot�
ANGEBOT

Germa� Specialtie�
CURRYWURST

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

PIZZA

APPETIZER

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TERNERA

BEEF

VEGETABLES

MEAT

SAUSAGE

VEGETABLE

PAPRIKA
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